LIFE MOVES.... who’s moving you?

OFFICE MOVING GUIDE
for employees

Office moves take planning.
HD Auston Moving makes it easy to move your office.
It doesn’t matter where you’re moving, relocation comes with more than its share of expense. Extra costs
are the last thing you need — on top of the stress and anxiety caused by moving. HD Auston wants to help
ease the burden a bit by offering you tried and true suggestions for minimizing your moving costs.
The bottom line is simple: The better organized your move is, the less it’ll cost you.
This booklet contains information and instructions that will ease the packing and moving process. These
guidelines make it easier for the moving company to provide a smooth and efficient transfer to your new
location.

Contact us today for your moving needs:
300 Hammet St, Suite 109
Greenville, SC 29609
(864) 269-0073
AustonMoving.com

LIFE MOVES.... who’s moving you?

What’s your role?
Supervisors - It is your
responsibility to have
your staff follow these
instructions. Be sure
that all employees in
your department or
section receive this
guide. Personnel will be
functioning in the new
offices on a normal basis
immediately after reporting
to work, if the move is
properly organized.

Employees - You will be
responsible for your
own packing before the
actual move. Follow the
instructions contained in
this booklet. They will be of
assistance to you, not only
before the move, but when
you unpack at the new
offices too. All packing
should be completed
prior to the start of actual
move.

PACKING.... guidelines for your office
1. Personal items. The mover can not be responsible for your personal
possessions, such as legal papers, money, lighters, fountain pens,
etc. For your own protection, we suggest that you move these items
privately. If you need special containers ask your move consultant.
2. Cartons. Be sure that all cartons are properly assembled. Leave
a two inch space at the top of each carton. The mover has special
cartons and boxes available for electronic equipment, libraries, bulk
supplies, lamps, and other breakables. If you require special boxes or
packing services, ask your superisor to advise the move consultant.
3. Desks. Pack all contents. This includes current working papers, letter
trays, books and other desk top items.
IMPORTANT: Seal paper clips, pencils and all other loose materials
in envelopes and then pack them in cartons. Protect all glass
receptacles with paper or other stuffings. Leave glass tops and pads
on top of desks for the mover.
4. Filing cabinets. Move with contents intact. Tighten the internal
drawer plate in each drawer to hold contents in palce.
5. Security files. All files should be locked prior to moving. If security
regulations necessitate escorts, advise the move consultant and they
will make arrangements with the mover. Security files may then be
consolidated and moved on one or more vans as required.
6. Supply or storage cabinets. Pack all contents in cartons. Cabinet
doors should be locked, taped, or tied.

Labels. in most
cases the labels
sholud be placed
on front or top
of the item,
somewhere easily
visible.

PACKING.... guidelines for your office

place on
back of
pictures

7. Book cases. Remove all books and pack in cartons.
8. Coat racks or lockers. Pack all items and contents.
9. Office machines. Do not pack these machines! Leave the machines on top of
their desk or stand. All machines must be unfastened and disconnected. Pads
and covers for machines should be placed in a carton. Mover will give particular
attention to these units.
10. Keys. Where locks and keys are available for any items being moved, keys
should be wire tagged and coded to the locks they fit and packed in a safe
place.
11. Pictures, maps, and bulletin boards. If secured, remove these items from
the wall. Tag each piece and place them on end, back-to-back in carton. If the
item does not fin in a carton, lean it against the wall and the mover will take
if from there. Consolidate small pictures in container. Cushion with packing
material.
12. Special equipment. Professional servicing may be required for Xerox, IBM, or
other data processing equipment. This service is available from either the mover
or the manufacturer’s service department. If you require electricians, plumbers,
or machinists, the supervisor should advise the move consultant well before the
moving date.
Important: All equipment containing liquid must be drained prior to move.
13. Plants (live or artificial). Since the move is not responsible for the safe
transportation of plants, employees must arrange for other methods of
transportation.

TAGGING.... marking for your office
1. Moving labels. Assorted colors are available for your tagging
requirements. Obtain your specific code assignments for floor,
room, number, etc. from your move consultant. Carefully print
your identification code in large letters with a dark crayon or
marker before placing tags on items.
2. Do not move. If items are not to be moved or if equipment and
furniture are to be discarded, be sure to tag them with “Do Not
Move” labels. This will eliminate unnecessary expense.
3. Special Types of Furnitire. Such as “L” desks and conference
tables may need to be dismantled. If so, be certain that all
sections of the pieces of furniture dismantled have the same tag
color and code information.
4. Tag Placement. Please follow the illustrations in the previous
section in order to place coded tags in a uniform manner. The
mover requires this uniformity to quickly and efficiently replace
your furniture and equipment in the new location.
5. Arrows. These pressure sensitive arrows point to the direction
in which an object is to be located in the new quarters. These
removable arrows are color coordinated with the moving labels,
and may be applied to floors, walls, ceilings, etc.

Sample Labels.

OFFICE PLANNING.... sketch it out
Use this graph to
pre-plan placement
of your furniture
and equipment in
the new office. This
will avoid confusion
and delay in setting
up your new
quarters. A scale
of 6” to each graph
square is adequate
for most individual
offices or work
areas. If you area
needs are greater,
use a scale of
1 ft. to each
square. Be sure
to indicate doors,
columns, and
other obstructions
that could affect
placement of
furniture and
equipment.

CHECK LIST.... done.

P

* Desk Empty?
* Supply cabinets cleared?
* File drawers locked?
* Wall items taken down?
* Breakable items properly packed?
* Machine disconnected?
* “Do Not Move” tags placed?
* Liquids drained from equipment?
* Loose casters removed?
* All items tagged and marked?
* Condition of furnishings documented?

After the move...

300 Hammet St, Suite 109 - Greenville, SC 29609

1. Your first concern. Get unpacked and back
to a normal operating routine as quickly as
possible.
2. After unpacking. As soon as you have
completed unpacking, break the cartons down
and place them in a central area for removal
from the offices.
3. Damage claims. Although the mover will
exercise extreme care, some damage may
still occur. Prior to establishing a claim, the
Employee, the Supervisor, or the Move
Consultant must be familiar with the condition
of the furnishing to know if damage occurred
during moving. If damage has occurred,
complete a report and submit to the Moving
Consultant within three days.

(864) 269-0073

AustonMoving.com

